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Résumé / Summary

There has been extensive literature that associates patent activity with strong innovative performance,
technological diffusion and consequently growth. The differential patterns of innovative performance across
regions warrant for a thorough analysis at the spatial level, that takes into account the regional industrial
structure and the local institutions. Such regional traits might matter not only for periods of booms in order to
utilize local talent and boost performance, but also in periods of bust in order to curtail recessionary
pressures.
The case of Greece might be insightful, as during the recent period of acute crisis (2009-2015), that followed
decades of robust growth, there have been distinct patterns in the regional performance that need to be
further explored. Country’s regional innovative performance has been scarcely investigated, amongst others
due to data availability limitations.
In this paper, we use for the first time newly collected and processed data from the Greek Patent Office
(Hellenic Industrial Property Organization- OBI), in order to frame and analyse the industrial profile,
innovative performance and economic growth for each of the thirteen geographical regions of Greece for the
time period of 1988-2016.
In our attempt to determine innovative performance we use various measures of patent quantity and quality,
like the radicalness indicator and the patent score. Different models of regional knowledge production
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functions with appropriate econometric techniques are used to shed light on the relationship between regional
innovation and regional characteristics, that have been proposed in the literature, such as institutional
conditions, human capital, social factors, corporate and market characteristics. Interesting results are drawn
from our study both for the regional traits that drive innovative performance, but also on how their impact
might differ in periods of bust, compared to the boom ones.
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